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Question #:1

Click the option that must be configured for an HPE OneView when an HPE storage system is connected
directly to an HPE Synergy frame.

Answer:
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A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Question #:2

Your customer wants to optimize GenlO servers for a virtualization workload by configuring all of them with
a specific workload profile in the BIOS. All of the servers are managed using HPE OneView.

How can this task be completed?

Set a specific workload profile within Logical Interconnect Group and update all servers.

Set a specific workload profile for all managed servers as an HPE OneView global setting.

Set a specific workload profile within server profile template and update all profiles.

Set a specific workload profile using IL0 interface for each individual server.

Answer: B
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A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  
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Question #:3

What is the best practice when deploying an HPE OneView appliance?

Enable VMware Fault Tolerance if the appliance is deployed to a VMware hypervisor.

deploy the appliance in a hypervisor cluster that Is not managed by OneView.

Use thin-provisioning for the HPE OneView appliance to save storage capacity.

Deploy two HPE OneView appliances and configure them in HA mode.

Answer: B

Question #:4

Your customer built a sever profile for HPE Synergy Gen 10 server and configured boot mode to Legacy
BIOS. Which feature Is not available for this Compute Module?

BIOS management

Workload profile

Boot from SAN

Secure boot

Answer: D

Question #:5

Refer to the exhibit.
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A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

A.  

B.  
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D.  

After adding SAN Manager to HPE OneView. you noticed that all SANs are in the discovered state. How will
this affect HPE OneView storage management capabilities?

Snapshot functionality will be limited only to the volumes not using these SANs.

Volume presentation through server profile will work with the discovered state.

Auto-zoning functionality will not work until SANs are associated with networks.

Volume provisioning will only work for arrays that ate accessible through these SANs.

Answer: B
Question #:6

You try to add an HPE Primera array to HPE OneView, but you get a connectivity error. However, you can
connect to the array using SSMC. What should you verify before adding HPE Primera to HPE OneView?

whether WSAPI service is enabled on HPE Primera array.

whether the appropriate license for HPE Primera Is available in HPE OneView.

whether array management using HPE OneView is enabled in SSMC.

whether there are at least two Fibre Channel networks defined in HPE OneView.

Answer: A
Question #:7
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A.  
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You want to update the firmware for only two HPE Synergy Virtual Connect SE 32Gb FC Modules of a large
environment. From which level must this procedure be initiated?

Logical Enclosure

Logical Interconnect Group

Logical Interconnect

Server Profile

Answer: A

Question #:8

For HPE Primera, match each task with the management tool that can be used to perform it.

Answer:

Question #:9

Refer to the exhibit.
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A.  

B.  
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D.  

You discovered that one of the profiles is not compliant with the server profile template. What could cause this
profile to be inconsistent with the server profile template?

The server was powered off or rebooted recently and IL0 did not reconnect to HPE OneView.

HPE OneView was restored from a backup that created ^consistency with the server profile template.

Network connectivity for HPE Synergy Compute Module was changed outside HPE OneView.

Changes to the server profile were implemented directly on the server profile.

Answer: C

Question #:10

Refer to the exhibit.
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A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Which statement about the logical interconnect shown is true?

For FC uplink sets, an additional uplink from second module should be added for redundancy.

The maximum supported number of the internal networks for logical interconnect is configured.

Additional uplink ports can be added to ETH-Uplink to increase available bandwidth.

FC uplinks are not supported and will be converted to FCoE or RoCE uplinks.

Answer: D
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